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ABSTRACT
High performance computing (HPC) applications, such as metage-
nomics and other big data systems, need to store and analyze huge
volumes of semi-structured data. Such applications o�en rely on
NoSQL-based datastores, and optimizing these databases is a chal-
lenging endeavor, with over 50 con�guration parameters in Cas-
sandra alone. As the application executes, database workloads can
change rapidly from read-heavy to write-heavy ones, and a system
tuned with a read-optimized con�guration becomes suboptimal
when the workload becomes write-heavy.

In this paper, we present a method and a system for optimizing
NoSQL con�gurations for Cassandra and ScyllaDB when running
HPC and metagenomics workloads. First, we identify the signi�-
cance of con�guration parameters using ANOVA. Next, we apply
neural networks using the most signi�cant parameters and their
workload-dependent mapping to predict database throughput, as
a surrogate model. �en, we optimize the con�guration using
genetic algorithms on the surrogate to maximize the workload-
dependent performance. Using the proposed methodology in our
system (Rafiki), we can predict the throughput for unseen work-
loads and con�guration values with an error of 7.5% for Cassandra
and 6.9-7.8% for ScyllaDB. Searching the con�guration spaces using
the trained surrogate models, we achieve performance improve-
ments of 41% for Cassandra and 9% for ScyllaDB over the default
con�guration with respect to a read-heavy workload, and also sig-
ni�cant improvement for mixed workloads. In terms of searching
speed, Rafiki, using only 1/1000-th of the searching time of exhaus-
tive search, reaches within 15% and 9.5% of the theoretically best
achievable performances for Cassandra and ScyllaDB, respectively—
supporting optimizations for highly dynamic workloads.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Metagenomics applications, poised alongside other big data sys-
tems, have seen explosive data growth, placing immense pressure
on overall datacenter I/O [13]. Automatic database tuning, a corner-
stone of I/O performance optimization, remains a challenging goal
in modern database systems [11, 37, 42]. For example, the NoSQL
database engine Cassandra o�ers 50+ con�guration parameter, and
each parameter value can impact overall performance in di�erent
ways. We demonstrate that the performance di�erence between
the best and worst con�guration �les for Cassandra can be as high
as 102.5% of throughput for a read-heavy workload. Further, the
optimal con�guration se�ing for one type of workload is subopti-
mal for another and this results in as much as 42.9% degradation
in database performance in the absence of optimized parameter
versions, such as in our system Rafiki. In this paper, we present
Rafiki1, an analysis technique and statistical model for optimizing
database con�guration parameters to alleviate I/O pressures, and
we test it using Cassandra, when handling dynamic metagenomics
workloads.

Prior work and the state-of-practice have le� several gaps in
database con�guration optimization that Rafiki addresses. First,
most approaches rely on expert knowledge for signi�cant param-
eter selection or simply include all parameters for tuning. For
example, [25] singles out a parameter from prior work surveys
(over-simpli�cation), while [6, 7] include most, if not all, parame-
ters, with consequent time-complexity issues. In Rafiki, we utilize
analysis of variance (ANOVA [28]) to identify key parameters from
the set of all parameters for further analysis, thus, reducing the
computational complexity and data collection overheads for model
training. Second, many techniques utilize optimization approaches
that are vulnerable to local maxima, by making linear assumptions
about the performance response of each tuning parameter [5], or
rely on online tuning techniques. In practice, this results in sub-
optimal performance and very long wall-clock convergence times
due to the overhead of performance metric collection (minutes per
trial). Rafiki utilizes trained surrogate models for performance to
1Just as Rafiki was the wise monkey from “�e Lion King” who always knew how to
avoid dead ends, we wish our system to avoid poor-performing dead-spots with its
sagacity.



Figure 1: A high-level overview schematic of our proposed system Rafiki that searches through the con�guration parameters’ space of NoSQL datastores to achieve
close-to-optimal performance. Rafiki is agile enough to quickly adapt to changing workload pa�erns. In the �rst phase (data collection), varying workloads and
con�gurations are applied to the NoSQL datastore to identify the key con�guration parameters and to generate training data for a surrogate model. In the second
phase, a prediction model is built and used to identify the relation of con�gurations and workloads to performance. Finally, a search strategy is applied for a given
workload to �nd close-to-optimal con�gurations.

enable rapid searching via stochastic models to mitigate local max-
ima concerns. Finally, most approaches do not account for dynamic
workload changes when tuning. For example, [19, 40] require over
30 minutes to adapt to new workloads. Rafiki includes workload
characteristics directly in its surrogate model so that large step
changes in workloads are rapidly met with large step changes in
con�guration parameters. We �nd that this last piece is crucial in
big data applications, such as in metagenomics, where key reuse dis-
tance is large, pu�ing large pressures on the hard disk, and the ratio
of read-to-write queries changes rapidly during di�erent phases of
its data manipulation pipeline.

We apply Rafiki to database traces from Argonne National Lab’s
MG-RAST2 system, the most popular metagenomics portal and
analysis pipeline. �e �eld of metagenomics encompasses the se-
quencing and analysis of community microbial DNA, sampled di-
rectly from the environment. In recent years, DNA sequencing has
become signi�cantly more a�ordable and widespread, being able
to sequence metagenomic samples more e�ciently, a�ording the
exploration of microbiomes in di�erent ecosystems, including in
the human gut [24] in di�erent clinical manifestations, strongly
motivating research in metagenomics [8]. Consequently, metage-
nomics analysis have come to the fore in the realm of big data
systems for personalized medicine applications. Big data systems
must deal with ever-growing data volumes and access pa�erns that
are rising fast and exhibit vast changes, respectively. In MG-RAST,
for example, user counts and data volumes have grown consis-
tently over the past 9 years, and the repository today has roughly
280k total metagenomes, of which 40,696 are public, containing
over a trillion sequences and 131.28 Terabasepairs (Tbp) [41], us-
ing about 600 TB resources. Such growth has placed signi�cant
pressure on I/O [38]. �e system allows multiple users to insert
new metagenomes, analyze existing ones, and create new meta-
data about the metagenomes—operations that mirror many big
data applications where new data is inserted and existing data is
analyzed continuously. Such processes, especially in a multi-user
system like MG-RAST, result in highly dynamic database workloads
with extended periods of mixed read-write activity, punctuated by
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bursty writes, and a dynamic mix of reads and writes during the
longest periods. Such accesses are atypical of the archetypal web
workloads that are used for benchmarking NoSQL datastores, and
consequently, the default con�gurations woefully under-perform
Rafiki’s optimized solutions. For example, due to the volume of
data and the typical access pa�erns in MG-RAST, key re-use dis-
tance is very large and this puts immense pressure on the disk,
while relieving pressure on caches.

We, therefore, felt the need for the design of the Rafiki middle-
ware that can be utilized by NoSQL datastores for tuning their con-
�guration parameters at runtime. Our solution Rafiki, as shown in
Figure 1, utilizes supervised learning to select optimal con�guration
parameters, when faced with dynamic workloads. In the �rst phase,
the con�guration �les are analyzed for parameters-of-interest selec-
tion. Of the 50+ con�gurations in Cassandra, for example, we �nd
that only 5 signi�cantly impact performance for MG-RAST. To dis-
cover this, workload-con�guration sets are applied via benchmark
utilities, and the resulting performance measures collected from
a representative server. We determine signi�cant con�guration
parameters by applying ANOVA analysis to identify performance-
parameter sensitivities. Even with this restricted set of sensitive
parameters, the search space is large and an exhaustive search for
optimal con�guration se�ings is infeasible. For example, for our
selected set of 5 parameter se�ings, the search space conservatively
has 25,000 points. Doing this exhaustive search means running
the server for a given workload-con�guration combination for a
reasonable amount of time (such as, 5 minutes), thus giving a search
time of 2,080 hours—clearly infeasible for online parameter tuning.

In the second phase, we train a deep neural network (DNN) to pre-
dict performance as a function of workload and con�guration. For
data collection, we collect benchmark data for a random subset of
the possible con�gurations. Each con�guration is run against mul-
tiple workloads so that experimentally, a workload+con�guration
map to a performance metric. We collect a relatively sparse set of
samples and utilize regularization techniques to prevent over-��ing
of a DNN-based regression model. From this model, we create a
surrogate for performance—given a new con�guration and a new
workload, the DNN will predict the performance of the database
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system. In the �nal phase, we use the surrogate model, in con-
junction with a genetic algorithm (GA), to search for the optimal
con�guration. By the domain-speci�c choice of the �tness function,
we are able to get close-to-maximum throughput for any given
workload characteristic.

Rafiki is evaluated against synthetic benchmarks that have been
tailored to match the query distribution of the sample MG-RAST
application. Trace information from MG-RAST, measured over a
representative 4 day period, was analyzed to generate accurate
representations in the benchmarking tool. Additionally, some sub-
sampling of the trace was used to measure performance in a case
study. A second datastore, ScyllaDB, which is based on Cassandra, is
used to show the generality of the performance tuning middleware
for NoSQL datastores. Rafiki’s ability to outperform the ScyllaDB’s
internal optimizer demonstrates its improvement over the state-of-
the-practice.

Rafiki is able to increase Cassandra’s throughput compared to
the default con�gurations se�ings, by 41.4% for read-heavy work-
loads, 14.2% for write-heavy workloads, and 35% for mixed work-
loads. �e DNN-based predictor can predict the performance with
only 5.6% error, on average, when confronted with hitherto unseen
workloads and with only 7.5% error for unseen con�gurations. �e
improvements for ScyllaDB are more modest because of its internal
self-tuning feature—averaging 9% for read-heavy and read-only
workloads. Finally, by comparing with an exhaustive grid search,
we show that the performances achieved by our technique, using
only 1/10,000-th of the searching time of exhaustive search, is within
15% and 9.5% of the theoretically best achievable performances for
Cassandra and ScyllaDB, respectively.

�e primary claims to novelty of our work can be summarized
as follows:

(1) We demonstrate that the performance of the NoSQL en-
gines can change signi�cantly with respect to the applied
workload characteristics (e.g., read-to-write proportions),
due toworkload-dependent procedures, such as compaction.
Speci�cally, we identify that for metagenomics workloads,
it is important to dynamically and quickly vary a set of con-
�guration parameters to achieve reasonable performance.

(2) We create a novel technique to predict the performance
of a NoSQL engine for unseen workload characteristics
and unseen con�gurations. �is is challenging due to the
non-linear nature of the dependence of performance on
these and due to the inter-dependent nature of various con-
�guration parameters. �is serves as a surrogate model for
us to do a search through the large space of con�guration
parameter se�ings.

(3) Our middleware, called Rafiki, can search e�ciently, using
genetic algorithms, through the parameter space to derive
close-to-optimal parameter se�ings, while using only 0.28%
of the time of an exhaustive search. Our search is agile
enough that it can be quickly re-done when the workload
characteristics change.

(4) We identify that the chief con�guration parameters are
related to compaction, such as, when to combine multiple
data tables on disk into one and how many levels of tables

to maintain. �e relation between compaction-related con-
�guration parameters and performance is non-monotonic,
while the parameter space is in�nite with both continuous
and integer control variables. Our ANOVA analysis backs
up these claims.

�e rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
cover the fundamental pieces of the optimization problem along
with MG-RAST. In Section 3, we describe the pieces of our solution
(Figure 1). Section 4 contains the implementation and analysis of
our approach. Section 5 covers related work and separates our
approach from existing art and Section 6 provides the conclusion.

2 BACKGROUND
�is section covers background material useful to understanding
the method by which we improve database performance.

2.1 NoSQL datastores
NoSQL datastores are key value stores that have begun to replace
traditional, transactional database systems (MSSQL/MySQL/Post-
greSQL) due to performance gains from the relaxation of transaction
requirements, i.e., the ACID properties [9]. Since metagenomics
and many other big data applications can tolerate a certain de-
gree of lack of consistency, we can instead prioritize availability
and partition-tolerance [23]. For example, having a slightly out-
dated copy of a genome may result in less pa�ern matches, but the
matches that are found are still valid results. Additionally, NoSQL
promises scalability beyond what is possible in transaction-based
SQL systems. Keys can be distributed among many servers using
consistent hashing techniques, and this enables horizontal, linear
scaling of the database along with fault tolerance and �exibility
gains.

In this paper, we focus on Cassandra, an Apache Foundation3
project, which is one of the leading NoSQL and distributed DBMS
driving many of today’s modern business applications, including
such popular users as Twi�er, Net�ix, and Cisco WebEx.

2.2 Cassandra Overview: Key Features
�is section describes the key features of Cassandra that become
prime focus areas for performance optimization.

2.2.1 Write Workflow. Write (or update) requests, a key perfor-
mance bo�leneck in bioinformatics, are handled e�ciently in Cas-
sandra using some key in-memory data structures and e�ciently
arranged secondary storage data structures [10]. We describe them
next. As shown in �gure 2, when a write request arrives, it is
appended to Cassandra’s CommitLog, a disk-based �le where un-
commi�ed queries are saved for recovery/replay. �en the result of
the query is processed into to an in-memory data structure called
the Memtable. A Memtable functions as a write-back cache of data
rows that can be looked up by key – that is, unlike a write-through
cache, writes are batched up in the Memtable until it is full, when
it is �ushed (the trigger and manner of �ushing are controlled by
a set of con�guration parameters, which form part of our target
for optimization). Each �ush operation transfers these contents to

3h�p://cassandra.apache.org
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Figure 2: Write workflow overview

the secondary storage representation, called SSTables. SSTables are
immutable and every �ush task produces a new SSTable.

�e data for a given key value may be spread over multiple
SSTables. Consequently, if a read request for a row arrives, all
SSTables (in addition to the Memtable) have to be searched for
portions of that row, and then the partial results combined. �is is
an expensive process in terms of execution time, especially since
SSTables are resident in secondary storage. Over time, Cassandra
may write many versions of a row in di�erent SSTables and each
version may have a unique set of columns stored with a di�erent
timestamp. Cassandra periodically merges SSTables and discards
old data in a process called compaction to keep the read operation
e�cient. �e compaction process merges keys, combines columns,
evicts tombstones, consolidates SSTables, and creates a new index
in the merged SSTable.

2.2.2 Compaction. Cassandra provides two compaction strate-
gies, “Size-Tiered Compaction” (the default), which triggers a new
compaction process whenever a number of similar sized SSTables
have been created, and “Leveled Compaction”, which divides the
SSTables into hierarchical levels.
Size-TieredCompaction: �is compaction strategy activateswhen-
ever a set number of SSTables exist on the disk. Cassandra uses
a default number of 4 similarly sized SSTables as the compaction
trigger, whereas ScyllaDB triggers a compaction process with re-
spect to each �ush operation. At write time, overlapping SSTables
exist and thus the maximum number of SSTables searches for a
given row is equal to the total number of existing SSTables. While
this strategy works well to compact a write-intensive workload, it
makes reads slower because the merge-by-size process does not
group data by rows. �is makes it more likely that versions of a
particular row may be spread over many SSTables. Also, it does not
evict deleted data predictably because its trigger for compaction
is SSTable size, and SSTables might not grow quickly enough to
merge and evict old data.
Leveled Compaction: �e second compaction strategy divides
the SSTables into hierarchical levels, say L0, L1, and so on, where
L0 is the one where �ushes go �rst. Each level contains a number
of equal-sized SSTables that are guaranteed to be non overlapping,

and each level contains a number of keys equal to 10X the number
of keys at the previous level, thus L1 has 10X the number of keys as
in L0. While the keys are non-overlapping within one level, the data
corresponding to the same key may be present in multiple levels.
Hence, the maximum number of SSTable searches for a given key
(equivalently, row to be read) is limited to the number of levels,
which is signi�cantly lower than the number of possible searches
using the size-tiered compaction strategy. One drawback of the
leveled compaction strategy is that the compaction is triggered each
time a MEMTable �ush is executed, which requires more processing
and disk I/O operations to guarantee that the SSTables in each level
are non overlapping. Moreover, �ushing and compaction at any
one level may cause the maximum number of SSTables allowed
at that level (say Li) to be reached, leading to a spillover to Level
L(i+1). �alitatively it is known [33] that size-tiered compaction
is a be�er �t for write-heavy workloads, where searching many
SSTables for a read request is not a frequent operation.

2.3 Performance metrics: �roughput and
Latency

In this paper, we use mean throughput to measure the performance
of the datastore. Mean throughput represents the average number
of operations the system can perform per second and this is meant
to demonstrate the capacity of the database system to support MG-
RAST work�ow. Some database systems focus on latency metrics
that represent the system’s response time as observed to the client,
but our workload is not latency sensitive, but rather is throughput
sensitive. As described in the next section, workloads applied to
MG-RAST are di�erent from Cassandra’s usual workload from the
large commercial customers who store web-based data, where low
latency is the primary concern. �erefore, our methodology will
consider the optimummean throughput within an acceptable range
of latency.

2.4 Genomics Workloads
MG-RAST is the world’s leading metagenomics sequence data anal-
ysis platform developed and maintained at Argonne National Labo-
ratory [41]. Since its inception, MG-RAST has seen growing num-
bers of datasets and users, with the current version hosting 40,696
public and 279,663 total metagenomes, containing over a trillion
sequences amounting to 131.28 Tbp. �e derived data products, i.e.,
results of running the MG-RAST pipeline, are about 10 times the
size of the submi�ed original data, leading to a total of 1.5 PB in
a specialized object store and a 250 TB subset in an actively used
datastore.

2.4.1 Workload Dynamism. Figure 3 shows the relative ratio of
read to write (and update) queries for 4 days of MG-RAST workload.
�alitatively, we observe that there are periods of read heavy,
write heavy, and a few mixed during the observed period. More
importantly, the transition between these periods is not smooth
and o�en occurs abruptly and lasts for 15 minutes or less. �ese
frequent oscillations make it di�cult for online systems to adapt
because the transients are very sharp and clearly, static schemes,
such as staying with the default con�guration se�ings, will lead to
poor performance.
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Figure 3: Pa�erns of workload for MG-RAST. The workload read/write ratios
are shown for 15 minutes intervals.

2.4.2 Processing Pipeline. MG-RAST accepts raw sequence data
submission from freely-registered users and pipelines a series of
bioinformatics tools to process, analyze, and interpret the data be-
fore returning analysis results to users. Bioinformatics tools in
MG-RAST are categorized into: �ltering and quality control, data
transformation and reduction (such as, gene prediction and RNA
detection), and data analysis and interpretation (such as, protein
identi�cation and annotation). Many independent users load, pro-
cess, and store data through these steps, and each user’s task may
run concurrently with others in the system. Each step accesses
elements of a common (genetic) community dataset.

Some pipeline stages break DNA sequences into many overlap-
ping subsequences that are re-inserted into the datastore, increasing
processed outputs by a factor of 10 over initial datasets. Moreover,
metagenomics o�en involves decisions that cannot be made un-
til late-stage pipeline passes, creating persistently large working
sets. �us, in this analysis of NoSQL systems, we are driven by the
pressing needs of metagenomics platforms, such as MG-RAST.

3 METHODOLOGY
�is section describes our proposed methodology for creating the
middleware for con�guration tuning of NoSQL datastores. We start
o� with the end-to-end work�ow, which incorporates both the
o�ine training and the online optimal con�guration parameter
choice in response to workload changes. �en, we describe the
details of each step of the work�ow.

3.1 RafikiWork�ow
�e Rafiki middleware has the following work�ow:

(1) Workload Characterization: �e database workloads
are parametrized and expected workloads are injected into
the system during data collection. �e output metrics, in
response to these injected workloads, are measured. In our
domain, throughput is the metric of interest.

(2) Important Parameter Identi�cation: All of the performance-
related control parameters are identi�ed, and each control
parameter is independently varied, measured, and ranked
in order of importance using the ANOVA technique. �e
top ranking parameters are designated as “key parameters”
and used for subsequent stages of the work�ow.

(3) Data Collection: Now targeted training runs are carried
out by varying the values of only the key parameters so

that their interdependent impact on the output metric can
be collected for further analysis.

(4) Surrogate Modeling: �e e�ect of the con�guration pa-
rameters on the output metrics of interest for any given
workload characteristic, is modeled using a Deep Neural
Network (DNN).

(5) Con�guration Optimization (Online stage): �is occurs
while the NoSQL system is operational. In this stage, the
optimal con�guration parameters for the actual observed
workload is identi�ed via a Genetic Algorithm (GA). �e
GA, to explore a particular point in the search space, does
not need to execute the application but queries the surro-
gate model, which is much faster.

Using this entire work�ow, Rafiki generates optimal con�guration
for a speci�c server architecture (CPU speed, IO bandwidth, IO
capacity, memory capacity, etc.). Rafiki can be used by a NoSQL
datastore engine and it is agile enough to converge to new optimal
se�ings in the face of changing workloads.

3.2 Notation
Here, we introduce some notation that we will use for the rest of the
section. Each database has a set of parameters P = {p1,p2, · · · ,p J },
where J is the number of “key parameters”, i.e., those that im-
pact performance to a given statistically signi�cant level. Each
parameter p has constraints on its values, either programmatically
via so�ware-de�ned limits, or pragmatically, via hardware or ap-
plication feasibility. It also has a default value that is speci�ed
by the database so�ware at distribution. �e con�guration is a
set of parameter values C = {v1,v2, ...v J }, where value vi corre-
sponds to parameter pi . In shorthand, we de�ne a con�guration
by the set of values that have changed from the default se�ings,
e.g.,C = {v1 = 5,v3 = 9} implies that v2 has its default value. Each
parameter pi has a number of possible distinct values ni , which
may be in�nite if the domain of the parameter is in the set of real
numbers R. In these cases, the value may be quantized into a �nite
space. �e total number of possible con�gurations is then

∏J
i=1 ni .

3.3 Workload Characterization
In the �rst step of Rafiki, we characterize the application workload
in order to apply synthetic benchmarking utilities to drive our
system. We use two key parameters to characterize the workload:

• Read Ratio (RR): the ratio between the number of read
queries and the total number of queries.

• Key Reuse Distance (KRD): the number of queries that pass
before the same key is re-accessed in a query.

�e RR is crucial because the read and write work�ows inside of
the database take di�erent paths with di�erent tuning parameters
that in�uence performance. �e KRD is crucial when measuring
the importance of various levels of cache since if keys are rarely
reused, then caching is of limited value.

�e granularity of time window over which the RR will be mea-
sured is dependent on the application. Conceptually, this time
interval should be such that the RR statistic is stationary, in an
information-theoretic sense [15]. For the MG-RAST workload, we
�nd that a 15 minute interval satis�es this property. A visual repre-
sentation can be seen in Figure 3. For the KRD, we de�ne a very
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long window of time over which the key reuse is studied. We then
�t an exponential distribution to summarize this metric and use
that for driving the benchmarking for the subsequent stages of the
work�ow. For the MG-RAST case, we use the entire 4-day period
over which we have the detailed information about the queries to
calculate the KRD statistic. Operationally, it is challenging to get
the very detailed information about queries that is required for
calculating KRD. �is is because of two factors. First, the logging
of the exact queries puts a strain on the operational infrastructure,
especially in a production environment (MG-RAST in our case), and
second, there are privacy concerns with this information, especially
in the genomics domain. Hence, for practical purposes, the window
of time over which the KRD is calculated, is bounded.

3.4 Important Parameter Identi�cation
Cassandra4 has over 25 performance-related con�guration parame-
ters, and in this piece of our solution approach, we identify which
of these are the “key parameters”. We will then include these as
features in Rafiki’s surrogate model of the performance of the
NoSQL datastore.

3.4.1 Key Parameters. Both Cassandra and ScyllaDB have over
50 con�guration parameters, around half of which are related to
performance tuning [21]. It is not feasible to search the space of
all these parameters in order to identify the optimal parameter
se�ings and instead some pruning is needed. For this, we seek to
identify the “key parameters” i.e., the ones that a�ect performance
of the application in a statistically signi�cant manner. For this, we
apply an Analysis of Variance test (Anova [28]) to each parameter
individually, while �xing the rest of the parameters to their default
values. For example, C1 = {v1 = 5,v2 = def,v3 = def}, C2 = {v1 =
10,v2 = def,v3 = def}, and C3 = {v1 = 15,v2 = def,v3 = def} will
be used to collect three sample points S1, S2, S3. �is parameter p1
will be scored with thevar (S1, S2, S3), and the other two parameters
will also be scored in a similar way. A�erward, we select the top
parameters with respect to variance in average throughput. We
�nd empirically that there is a distinct drop in the variance when
going from top-k to top-(k + 1) and we use this as a signal to select
the top-k parameters as the key parameters. For Cassandra, Rafiki
identi�es the following list of parameters as the key parameters:

(1) Compaction Method (CM): �is takes a categorical value
between the available compaction strategies: Size-Tiered
or Leveled5. Size-Tiered is recommended for write-heavy
workloads, while Leveled is recommended for read-heavy
ones.

(2) Concurrent Writes (CW): �is parameter gives the number
of independent threads that will perform writes concur-
rently. �e recommended value is 8 × number of CPU
cores.

(3) �le cache size in mb (FCZ): �is parameter controls how
much memory is allocated for the bu�er in memory that

4h�p://docs.datastax.com/en/cassandra/3.0/cassandra/con�guration/
con�gCassandra yaml.html
5�e third supported option ”Time Window Compaction Strategy” is not relevant
for our workload and is thus not explored. �at is only relevant for time series and
expiring time-to-live (TTL) workloads.

will hold the data read in from SSTables on disk. �e recom-
mended value for this parameter is the minimum between
1/4 of the heap size and 512 MB.

(4) Memory table cleanup threshold (MT): �is parameter is
used to calculate the threshold upon reaching which the
MEMTable will be �ushed to form an SSTable on secondary
storage. �us, this controls the �ushing frequency, and
consequently the SSTables creation frequency. �e recom-
mended se�ing for this is based on a somewhat complex
criteria of memory capacity and IO bandwidth and even
then, it depends on the intensity of writes in the applica-
tion.

(5) Concurrent Compactors (CC): �is determines the number
of concurrent compaction processes allowed to run simul-
taneously on a server. �e recommended se�ing is for
the smaller of number of disks or number of cores, with
a minimum of 2 and a maximum of 8 per CPU core. Si-
multaneous compactions help preserve read performance
in a mixed read-write workload by limiting the number
of small SSTables that accumulate during a single long-
running compaction.

�ese �ve parameters, combined, control most of the trades
between read and write performance, but there is to date no indis-
putable recommendation for manually se�ing these con�guration
parameters nor is there any automated tool for doing this. Poring
through discussion forums and advice columns for the two relevant
so�ware packages [4, 20, 32], we come away convinced that there
is signi�cant domain expertise that is needed to tune a server for a
speci�c workload characteristic and a speci�c server architecture.
Furthermore, these tunings change, and sometime quite drastically,
when the workload characteristics change. �ese lead us to inves-
tigate an automatic and generalizable method for achieving the
optimal con�guration parameter values.

3.5 Data Collection for Training Models
In our goal to optimize the server performance, we encounter a
very practical problem: there are too many search points to cover
them all in building a statistical model. �e �ve key con�guration
parameters, as described in the previous section, even if discretized
at broad levels, represent 2 ·4 ·8 ·10 ·4 = 2, 560 con�gurations. If this
is combined with 10 potential workloads, then, there are over 25,000
combinations for sampling. With each benchmark run executing
for 5 minutes, this would require almost 3 months of compute time
to calculate for a single hardware architecture. �e benchmark
execution time cannot be reduced much below 5 minutes so as
to capture the temporal variations in the application queries and
remove the startup costs.

�e surrogate model in the next step is trained on only a small
subset of the potential search space, from which it predicts the
performance in any region of the exploration space. �is eliminates
the need for exhaustively collecting the performance data and al-
lows for a much faster process through the large exploration space
of con�guration parameters than a typical exhaustive, grid-based
search. Empirically we �nd that training with approximately 5%
of the training space (Figure 7) produces accurate enough model,
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which corresponds to the model results presented in the evaluation
results.

We capture the dynamic elements of a NoSQL system with the
input feature set: workloads and server con�gurations. For work-
loads, we represent the workload feature as read ratio (RR) (write
ratio is 1-RR). �e KRD is used to con�gure the data collection,
but it is not provided as an input to our model as it is found to
be stationary in our target metagenomics domain. Second, the
con�guration �le is represented by the �ve key parameters, de-
scribed in Section 3.4. We select the con�guration set C so that,
for each parameter pi , the minimum vi and maximum vi value
occurs at least once in the set. �e default value is also included
in at least one experiment, and additional experiments are added
by randomly selecting other values for the parameters, but not in a
fully combinatorial way.

Performance data is collected by applying the particular work-
loadWi and con�guration to a speci�c server and database engine
and observing the resultant performance Pi . �e space of all work-
loads exists as [0, 1], representing RR, and it is quantized into nw
discrete values, {W1,W2, ...,Wnw }. �e particular sample is de�ned
as Si = {Wi ,Ci , Pi }. A set of such samples de�nes the training data
for our model.

3.6 Performance Prediction Model
3.6.1 Surrogate Performance Model. Server performance is a

function of workloads, con�guration parameters, and the hardware
speci�cations on which the so�ware is executed. �e relation-
ship between these pieces is su�ciently complex so that no simple
guideline can optimize them. �is is well known in the perfor-
mance prediction domain [38, 42] and we show this empirically for
MG-RAST in Section 4.6. Although we qualitatively understand
the impact of most of these con�guration parameters on the output
metric, the quantitative relation is of interest in guiding the search
toward the optimal se�ings. It is to be reasonably expected that
such a quantitative relation is not analytically tractable. We there-
fore turn to a statistical model of the relationship of workloads and
con�gurations on the end-performance, for a given hardware spec-
i�cation. We call this the surrogate performance model—surrogate
because its prediction acts as an e�cient stand-in for the actual
performance that will be observed.

3.6.2 Creation of the Performance Model. We assume that the
relationship between performance, workload, and the database
con�guration is non-linear and potentially very complex. For this
reason, we rely on a sophisticated deep neural network (DNN)-
based machine learning model, with multiple hidden layers, to
capture the mapping. Our choice of a DNN was driven by the fact
that it does not have any assumptions of linearity for either single
con�guration parameters, or jointly, for multiple parameters, while
being able to handle complex interdependencies in the input feature
space. �e control parameters include the number of layers and the
degree of connectivity between the layers. In fact, our experiments
validate our hypothesis that the input parameter space displays
signi�cant interdependence (Figure 6).

One potential drawback of DNN is the peril of over��ing to the
training data. However, in our case, the amount of training data
can be made large, ”simply” by running the benchmarks with more

combinations of input features (a very large space) and workloads (a
large space). �erefore, by using di�erent, and large-sized, training
datasets and the technique of Bayesian regularization, we can min-
imize the likelihood of over��ing. Bayesian regularization helps
with reducing the chance of over��ing and providing generaliza-
tion of the learned model. On the �ip side, we have to make sure
that the network is trained till completion, i.e., till the convergence
criterion is met, and we cannot relax the criterion or take recourse
to early stopping. Additionally, to improve generalizability, we
initialize the same neural network using di�erent edge weights
and utilize the average across multiple (20) networks. Further, we
utilize simple ensemble pruning by removing the top 30% of the
networks that produce the highest reported training error. �e �nal
performance value would be an average of 14 networks in this case.

�e output of the model is a function that maps {W, C} (work-
loads and con�gurations) to the average database operations per
second:

AOPSgeneral = fnet(W ,C) (1)

AOPSCassandra = fnet(RR,CM,CW , FCZ ,MT ,CC) (2)

Where: AOPS is the average operations per second that the server
achieves, RR is the read ratio describing the workload, and the
con�guration parameters are CM/CW/FCZ/MT/CC.

In this paper, we utilize Bayesian regularizationwith back-propagation
for training a feed forward neural network to serve as fnet. �e
network size itself can be selected based upon the complexity of
the underlying database engine and server and increased with the
size of the input dataset to be�er characterize the con�guration-
workload space. Section 4.3 further covers our approach for the
MG-RAST/Cassandra case.

3.7 Con�guration Optimization
3.7.1 Optimal Configuration Search. An exhaustive search could

take three months or more of compute time to complete for a single
architecture. To reduce this search time, we collect only hundreds
of samples (compute hours vs. months) to train fnet and use this
to predict performance. In doing so, we lose some precision in the
con�guration space, but we gain the ability to use less e�cient but
more robust search techniques (e.g. genetic algorithms) without an
explosion in compute time. For example, in our experiments Rafiki
utilizes 3,500 calls to the surrogate model for a single workload
data point, so that a few seconds of searching represents 12 days of
sampling. Using this approach, we �nd optimal con�gurations in
Rafiki.

�e goal of the database administrator is to maximize server
throughput for a given workload:

Copt = argmax
C

AOPS(W ,C) (3)

Where C represents the con�guration parameters (CM, CW, FCZ,
MT, CC) and AOPS is the performance. Using the surrogate model,
AOPS can be replaced by fnet to create an approximate optimization
problem:

Copt = argmax
C

fnet(W,C) (4)

Where fnet is from Equation (2). �is substitution allows for rapid
objective function evaluation.
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3.7.2 Optimization using Genetic Algorithms. Since we hypoth-
esize the relationship between the con�guration parameters is non-
linear and non-continuous (integer parameters CM, CW, and CC),
�nding optima in this space will require at least some searching.
For a general and powerful approach, we use a Genetic Algorithm
(GA) to search this space.

We formulate the GA as follows. �e �tness function values is
the result of fnet with the workload parameterW �xed and the
C parameters as the input, with higher value denoting a be�er
con�guration. �e parameters are constrained by the practical
limits of the con�guration values and as integers where neces-
sary. �e initial population is selected to be uniformly random
within these bounds. �e crossover function calculates interme-
diate con�gurations within the bounds of the existing population
(to enforce interpolation rather than extrapolation) by taking a
random-weighted average between two points in the population.
For example, if C1 = 3, 5, 7,C2 = 2, 4, 6, then the crossover output
C3 = { r1 ·3+(1−r1)·22 ,

r2 ·5+(1−r2)·7
2 ,

r3 ·7+(1−r3)·6
2 }, where r1, r2, r3 are

chosen uniformly random between 0 and 1. �e �tness function
is modi�ed to ensure constraints are met, as described in [16, 17],
where infeasible con�guration �les are scored with a penalty, and
feasible ones are scored as the original �tness function (perfor-
mance). For example, from above, if r1 = 0.3 and p1 is an integer
parameter, then C3’s v1 = 1.15. �e performance of this point will
be penalized by adding a penalty factor becausev1 is not an integer
for C3.

Solving our system using a GA creates a blackbox model, rather
than the more desired interpretable model. It may be argued that
an interpretable model is particularly important to a system admin-
istrator whereby she can estimate what some parameter change
will likely do to the performance of the NoSQL datastore. With this
goal we experimented with an interpretable model, the decision
tree, with the node at each level having a single decision variable,
one con�guration parameter. We found that this was woefully
inadequate in modeling the search space, giving poor performance.
When each node was allowed to have a linear combination of the
parameters, the performance improved and this is beginning to
move toward a less interpretable model. So it appears that for this
particular problem, we have to sacri�ce interpretability to gain
higher expressivity and therefore higher prediction accuracy from
the model.

3.8 DBA level of intervention
Although our proposed system provides automatic tuning for the
underlying data store, some limited DBA intervention is still needed
to support Rafiki with the following items:

(1) Performance metrics: What application-speci�c perfor-
mance metric should be considered for tuning (throughput,
latency, etc.).

(2) Performance parameter set: List of performance in�uenc-
ing parameters with valid ranges or categorical values. Se-
curity, networking, and/or consistency related parameters
can be excluded.

(3) Representative application trace: Aworkload of interest for
Rafiki to use for workload characterization as described
in Section 3.3.

4 EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
In this experimental section we seek to answer the following ques-
tions:

(1) How e�ective are the selected parameters in capturing
the performance (Average �roughput), and what are the
interdependencies among them?

(2) What is the sensitivity of the datastore to workload pa�ern,
with the default con�gurations?

(3) Can we accurately predict the performance of the NoSQL
datastore for unknown workloads and con�gurations, i.e.,
how good is our surrogate model?

(4) Finally, the overall goal of Rafiki, can we e�ciently search
for optimal con�guration parameters and improve the per-
formance of the NoSQL datastore? Does this improvement
scale to multiple servers?

4.1 Workload Driver and Hardware
We used a Dell PowerEdge R430 as the server machine in the single-
server and single-client setup. �is server has 2x Intel Xeon E5-2623
v3 3.0 GHz 4-core, 32GB RAM (2x 16GB), and 2x 1TB magnetic
disk drives (PERC H330 Mini) mirrored, each drive supporting
6 Gbps. �e client machine is Opteron 4386, 8 cores at 3.1 GHz
each, 16 GB DDR3 ECC memory. �e client and the server are
directly connected through a 1 Gbps switch, ensuring that the
network is never a bo�leneck for our experimental setup. We use a
single-server single-client setup for all of the following experiments,
except for the multi-server experiment where multiple clients were
used to benchmark the multiple servers that were connected in a
peer-to-peer cluster.

For all the following experiments, we modi�ed the Yahoo Cloud
Serving Benchmark (YCSB [14]) tool for emulating MG-RAST sim-
ulated workloads to Cassandra. We use YCSB only as a harness to
drive the experiments and collect metrics, while all the workload-
speci�c details (query pa�erns, payload size, key reuse distance,
etc.) are derived from actual MG-RAST queries. �e simulated
queries are based on the most frequent queries submi�ed to MG-
RAST, selected from the MG-RAST query logs, with keys selected
from used data-shards. �e output is the average throughput mea-
sured in operations per second (Section 2.3).

4.2 Data Collection
We orchestrated Cassandra and ScyllaDB inside of Docker contain-
ers so that the statefulness of the database is easily maintained.
Between data collection events, the server is reset to prevent any
caching or persistent information from in�uencing subsequent
benchmarks. For each data point, a fresh Docker container with
Cassandra is started and a corresponding YCSB “shooter” then loads
the Cassandra server. Multiple shooters are used for a particular
server to ensure that it is adequately loaded.

In our experiments, we use 11 di�erent workloads spanning
10% increments between 0% and 100% reads. �e number of con-
�gurations |C| = 20, resulting in 11 · 20 = 220 total data points.
Each performance point was measured as the average throughput
over a 5-minute long benchmarking period. In some cases, if an
experiment fails prematurely or other activities add noise to the
data collection, then the impacted samples can be removed—20
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noisy/faulted samples were removed in our dataset, due to faults in
the load-generating clients, thus leaving 200 total samples.

4.3 Surrogate Model and Training
As described in section 3.6.2, the surrogatemodel (DNN)was trained
and tuned with a hidden layer size of [14, 4] based on trial and error,
and the ensemble size for the model was selected at 20 networks
during all our experiments. For the �nal experiment where Rafiki
selects the optimal parameter se�ings using GA, we use 100 neural
nets since it is still fast enough and gives a moderate improvement.
�e �nal DNN architecture has 6 input parameters into the �rst
hidden layer with 14 neurons, a second hidden layer with 4 neurons,
and a single output layer and 1 output value. �e neurons are con-
nected in a feed-forward setup so that the output of one layer is the
input to the next. All experiments utilize 75% training and 25% test
unless otherwise mentioned. When we evaluate our model with
unseen con�gurations, we group the data points by con�guration,
i.e., for each con�guration Ci , there exists 11W workloads, and
similarly for unseen workloads. �is division is along the con�gu-
ration or workload dimension—unseen con�guration means that
no entries for Ci seen in the test set exists in the training set.

We rely on MATLAB’s Neural Network Toolbox [1] to construct
and train such networks. To train the model, we utilize Bayesian
Regularization (trainbr in MATLAB). We prevent over��ing by
training until convergence or 200 epochs, whichever comes �rst,
and averaging the output of the ensemble of networks, each with
di�erent initial conditions, for each validation set. �is regular-
ization technique automatically reduces the e�ective number of
parameters in the model at the expense of increasing the training
time.

4.4 Cassandra’s Sensitivity to Dynamic
Workloads

In this experiment, we wish to see how Cassandra’s baseline per-
formance is a�ected by changing nature of the workloads. Figure 4
shows how Cassandra’s default performance is highly sensitive to
its workload, demonstrating that the average throughput decreases
with respect to the increase in workload’s read proportion—the
swing going from R=0/W=100 to R=100/W=0 is above 40%. �is
observed behavior is consistent with Cassandra’s write path and
compaction technique described in Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2. Speci�-
cally, Cassandra uses a size-tiered compaction strategy, which is
triggered whenever a number of similar sized SSTables are created
(4 by default). �ese are not consolidated to ensure that keys are
non-overlapping among them. Hence search for a speci�c key
through a read query causes Cassandra to search in all the SSTables
causing the lowered read performance. �erefore, tuning Cassan-
dra’s performance under read-heavy workloads is essential, espe-
cially because we frequently observe read-heavy metagenomics
workloads as shown in Figure 3.

4.5 Key Parameters Selection
As described in Section 3.4, tuning all con�guration parameters for
Cassandra is impractical because of the combinatorial explosion of
the number of possible con�guration sets. �erefore, we apply the
ANOVA statistical technique to identify the most signi�cant set
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Figure 4: Performance of Cassandra with optimal con�guration selected by
Rafiki vs. Default con�guration. Also three points are shown for the theoreti-
cally optimal performance using exhaustive searching.

of con�guration parameters that a�ect Cassandra’s performance,
which we call the “key parameters”. We vary the value of each pa-
rameter individually, while �xing the values of the rest of the param-
eters to their default. For categorical parameters (e.g., Compaction
Strategy) all possible values are tested. Whereas for numerical pa-
rameters (e.g., memtable cleanup threshold, and concurrent reads),
a number of values (4) are tested as described in Section 3.4. Figure
5 shows the standard deviation in throughput for the top 20 con�g-
uration parameters. �e most signi�cant parameter, Compaction
Strategy has standard deviation 11X that of concurrent writes, and
thus removed from the �gure for be�er visualization. From Cas-
sandra’s con�guration description, we observed that the ��h con-
�guration parameter –memtable cleanup threshold– controls the
�ushing frequency. Cassandra uses this parameter to calculate the
amount of space in MB allowed for all MEMtables to grow. �is
amount is computed using the values of memtable �ush writers,
memtable o�eap space in mb, and memtable cleanup threshold.
�us we skip the second and third con�guration parameters and
only include memtable cleanup threshold to control the frequency
of MEMtables �ushing, having 5 di�erent parameters in total as
shown in Equation 1.

Figure 5: ANOVA analysis for Cassandra to identify the key parameters, i.e.,
the ones that most signi�cantly control its performance.
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Table 1: Cassandramaximum,minimum, and default throughputs as the key-
con�guration parameters are varied

Maximum Default Minimum
Average �roughput (read=90%) 78,556 53,461 38,785
% over Minimum 102.5% 27.4% -
Average �roughput (read=50%) 89,981 63,662 53,372
% over Minimum 68.5% 16.16% -
Average �roughput (read=10%) 102,259 88,771 78,221
% over Minimum 30.7% 11.8% -

4.6 E�ectiveness of Selected Con�guration
Parameters

In this experiment, we assess the e�ectiveness of the key con�gu-
ration parameters selected by our statistical analysis. We start by
collecting the average throughput for the 220 con�guration sets.
From the collected data, we examine how impactful the change in
performance is compared to the default con�guration se�ing. Table
1 shows themaximum, minimum, and default performance for three
di�erent workloads. Which shows that the selected parameters
have a signi�cant e�ect on performance.

One obvious way to tune such parameters is by sweeping greed-
ily through each of them individually while �xing the values of
the rest of the parameters. However, we infer that this obvious
technique is suboptimal, because it ignores the interdependencies
among the selected parameters. Figure 6 shows the e�ect of chang-
ing two parameters from this set: Compaction Method (CM) and
Concurrent Writes (CW). Changing one parameter’s value results
in changing the optimal values for the other parameter. For exam-
ple, doubling the value of CW from 16 to 32 has a positive e�ect
on performance when CM is set to Size-Tiered Compaction, i.e.,
throughput increases by 30%, but the same change has very li�le
e�ect when CM is set to Leveled Compaction. However, doubling
the value of CW from 32 to 64 has a negative e�ect on perfor-
mance when CM is set to Leveled Compaction, i.e., throughput
decreases by 12.7%, but this time it has very li�le e�ect when CM
is set to Size-Tiered Compaction. �is suggests that using a greedy
optimization technique, i.e., tuning each con�guration parameter
individually, cannot �nd the optimal solution, and motivates us
to look for a more sophisticated search strategy for �nding the
optimal con�guration.

0 20000 40000 60000 80000

Concurrent Writers (CW)
= 16

Concurrent Writers (CW)
= 32

Concurrent Writers (CW)
= 64

Compaction Method (CM) = Leveled
Compaction Method (CM) = SizeTiered

Figure 6: Interdependency among selected parameters necessitating use of non-
greedy search strategy.

Table 2: Prediction Model Performance for Cassandra
20 Nets 1 Net

Con�g. Workload Con�g. Workload
Prediction Error 7.5% 5.6% 10.1% 5.95%
R2 Value 0.74 0.75 0.51 0.73
Avg. RMSE 6859 op/s 6157 op/s 9338 op/s 6378 op/s

4.7 Performance Prediction
In this section, we create a surrogate model that can predict the
performance of the NoSQL datastore for hitherto unseen workloads
and unseen combinations of con�guration parameters.

4.7.1 Training the Prediction Model. Figure 7 shows the change
in error for predicting performance under unseen workloads and
con�gurations with respect to the number of training samples. We
notice that training the model with more data samples enhances the
performance but the performance improvement begins to level o� at
180 collected training samples. �e collected samples were su�cient
for ge�ing a prediction error of 7.5% for unseen con�gurations and
5.6% for unseen workloads using an ensemble of 20 neural nets,
compared to 10.1% and 5.95% using a single net (Table 2). Going
beyond 20 neural nets again gives diminishing improvements.

4.7.2 Validating Model Performance. We validate the prediction
model separately for two dimensions: workloads and server con�g-
urations. To validate server con�gurations, we randomly withhold
25% of the con�gurations and predict on these. �e network is then
trained with the remaining 75% of the data, until convergence, and
performance statistics are taken for the network (shown in Table 2).
We perform 10 randomized trials where we vary which 25% items
we withhold and present the average results.

�e same procedure was used to validate workload prediction
performance, and Figures 8 and 9 show the histogram for the valida-
tion cases. �e model maintains slightly be�er prediction accuracy
across workloads, suggesting that the single feature that represents
the workload’s Read-proportion can capture the system dynamics
well. �e histogram also shows li�le bias, since the mean is close to
zero, and this indicates that our DNN model is expressive enough
for the task.

4.8 Performance Improvement through
Optimal Con�guration

For this experiment, Rafiki searches for be�er con�guration set-
tings for improving the performance of Cassandra. Since we make
no assumptions about the relationships between con�guration pa-
rameters (e.g., their linearity), we utilize a Genetic Algorithm to
optimize the set of con�guration parameters. We train the network
using all available 200 samples, unlike in the previous validation
experiments (where we held out some samples). �us, here while
predicting, Rafiki has already seen that particular workload, but in
all likelihood has not seen the optimal con�guration parameter for
that workload considering the large search space. We compare the
performance of optimal con�gurations selected by Rafiki against
the default performance, and and exhaustive search for three work-
loads (90% reads, 50% reads, and 10% reads). �is exhaustive search
is performed by testing 80 con�guration sets for each workload. Fig-
ure 4 shows the performance gain when applying Rafiki’s selected
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Figure 9: Cassandra: Distribution of performance pre-
diction errors for unseen workloads. The average abso-
lute error is 5.6% withmost projections lying in the | 5 |%
range

con�guration compared to the default con�guration for various
workloads. On average, Rafiki shows 30% improvement over the
default con�guration across the range of workloads. We notice that
higher gains are achieved for read-heavy workloads, with 41% im-
provement on average (range = 39-45%) for read-heavy workloads,
i.e., having read-proportion ≥ 70%. Lower gains are achieved with
respect to write-heavy workloads, i.e., with read-proportion ≤ 30%,
average of 14% with a range of 6-24%. �is reveals that Cassandra’s
default con�guration is more suited for write-heavy workloads,
while our metagenomics workload is read-heavy most of the time.

It should be noted that the Rafiki selected con�guration comes
within 15% with respect to the exhaustive grid search. However,
the surrogate model is able to generate a new performance sample
in 45 µs, thus allowing the GA to investigate approximately 3000
samples in the search space every 0.17 seconds, whereas around 14
days are needed to collect the equivalent number of samples with
grid searching. �e combined GA+surrogate takes 1.8 seconds to
�nd the optimal con�guration utilizing 3,350 surrogate evaluations
on average. A single sample with grid searching takes around 2
minutes for loading data and another 5 minutes for collecting stable
performance metrics experimentally. �us, training the surrogate
models and searching using GA is four orders of magnitude faster
than exhaustive grid search, suggesting that Rafiki could be used to
tune the compaction-related and concurrency-related parameters,
and possibly others, at runtime as workload characteristics change.

4.9 Performance Improvement for Multiple
Cassandra Instances

In this experiment, wemeasure the improvement in performance for
multiple Cassandra instances using Rafiki’s selected con�gurations
over the default con�gurations performance. For the two-servers
experiment, we add one more shooter to utilize the increased per-
formance of the created cluster. We also increase the replication
factor by one, so that each instance stores an equivalent number
of keys as the single-server case. From Table 3, we see similar
improvements, on average, using the con�guration set given by
Rafiki over the default con�guration (34% for single-server case,
and 40% for two-servers case). Again, the improvement due to
Rafiki increases with increasing RR, but it reaches an in�ection
point at RR=70% and then decreases a li�le.

Table 3: Cassandra: Performance improvement of optimal con�guration se-
lected by Rafiki vs. Default con�guration performance for single-server and
two-server setups.
workload RR=10% RR=50% RR=100%
Single Server Improvement 15.2% 41.34% 48.35%
Two Servers Improvement 3.2 % 67.37% 51.4 %

Table 4: ScyllaDB: Performance ofRafiki selected con�gurations vs. Grid search
WL1(R=70%) WL2(R=100%)

Opt. Technique Rafiki Grid Rafiki Grid
Avg �roughput 69,411 75,351 66,503 63,595
% Gain over Default 12.29% 21.8% 9% 4.57%

4.10 ScyllaDB performance tuning
In this section, we investigate the e�ect of applying our perfor-
mance tuning for ScyllaDB6. First, we wish to select the key perfor-
mance tuning parameters. ScyllaDB provides a user-transparent
auto-tuning system internal to its operation, and this system makes
parameter selection especially di�cult because user se�ings for
many con�guration parameters are ignored by ScyllaDB, giving
preference to its internal auto-tuning [36]. Consequently, even in
an otherwise stationary system, without any change to the work-
load or to the con�guration parameters, the throughput of ScyllaDB
varies signi�cantly. Figure 10 demonstrates this tuning-induced
variance.

We �nd through experiments that the tuner acts like a hidden
parameter—changing a parameter causes variance due to interde-
pendence with the auto-tuning system that we cannot control. Due
to these internal interactions, the ANOVA analysis yields signi�-
cance to con�guration se�ings that have high interaction with the
auto-tuning system rather than sustained net-positive impacts on
performance. For this reason, despite the ANOVA analysis, poor
prediction performance will be obtained. For ScyllaDB, we rectify
this by taking the ANOVA analysis for Cassandra, stripping out
any parameters that are ignored by ScyllaDB, and adding in new
parameters (sorted by variance) until 5 parameters are in the set,
matching Cassandra in count. As shown in Table 4, using the se-
lected parameters, Rafiki was able to achieve a performance gain
of 12% for workload with 70% reads, and a gain of 9% for workload
with 100% reads.

6h�ps://github.com/scylladb/scylla/blob/master/conf/scylla.yaml
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Figure 10: Average throughput for Cassandra and ScyllaDB under a 70% reads
workload (collected every 10 seconds). Since Cassandra has a more stable per-
formance compared to ScyllaDB, throughput prediction for Cassandra is more
accurate.

5 RELATEDWORK
NoSQLBenchmarking: Benchmarking and comparing the perfor-
mance of NoSQL datastores has been studied recently from several
di�erent angles. Authors in [31] show a performance comparison
between Cassandra and ScyllaDB. Also Work in [2, 12, 27, 34, 39]
has compared and benchmarked Cassandra and various other SQL
systems for the purpose of engine selection. �ese approaches,
however, do not account for the dynamic workloads seen in MG-
RAST and do not predict the performance for unseen workloads.
DBMSAuto-tunning: iTuned [19] andO�ertune [40], recent DBMS
tuning systems, rely on nearest-neighbor interpolation for optimiz-
ing con�gurations for unseen workloads. Ra�ki’s surrogate model
provides algorithm-independent predictive capabilities in contrast
to interpolation in O�ertune, enabling quick, accurate responses
to new workloads. In comparison with O�ertune’s data collection
time,O�ertune reports collecting data over 30k trial runs and stor-
ing them in its knowledge base ([40] sec 7.2) to be compared with
the target workload at run time. In our setup, a�er required DBA
intervention (Section 3.8), a single data-point is collected in 5 min
with Ra�ki requiring only 200 data points to train a surrogate model
which is able to predict unseen workloads and con�gurations very
e�ciently, removing the need for collecting any extra data points.
In run time, O�ertune starts by comparing the target workload to
all previously seen workloads. Because of the lack of a surrogate
model, this step takes 30-45 min to identify the nearest workload
previously seen and to start suggesting a be�er con�guration (in
[40] sec 7.4). On the other hand, Ra�ki’s online training takes few
seconds (10-20s) to apply the GA searching algorithm to the surro-
gate model (trained o�ine). �is allows the GA to test thousands
of con�gurations datapoints per second and suggest the optimal
con�gurations much faster (sec 4.8), which is essential for rapidly
changing workloads as seen in MG-RAST.
Distributed Application Parameter Tuning: A subset of the
authors have been involved in building scalable cyberinfrastructure
previously, for the domain of earthquake and structural engineering
[26]. �at also involved dealing with large volumes of data with a
large set of users on shared computational infrastructure. We are
deriving some lessons from this prior work in building the metage-
nomics cyberinfrastructure. Moreover, A plethora of prior works
[6, 7, 29, 30, 38] have a�empted to solve parameter tuning prob-
lems for MapReduce and other distributed applications [3, 5, 25].
Rafiki di�ers from and improves upon these works in three key
ways. First, the workloads for the database server are inputs to

the optimizer. Second, the parameters of interest are mathemati-
cally selected using variant analysis. �ird, in contrast with some
searching methods [5, 25, 30], Rafiki is able to use a less e�cient
but more generic searching algorithm that avoids local maxima.
Surrogate-Based Tuning: Algorithm complexity has reached a
point where searching for optimal parameters requires very large,
high dimensional space characterizations, and running so�ware-
in-the-loop based tuning is impractical. �is has led many tuning
papers to rely on surrogate models [6, 22, 35], where a model is
trained from simulated or observed system behavior. �is model
is used in the optimization phase in place of the actual so�ware
to reduce the time complexity for �nding optimal tuning param-
eters. Rafiki also utilizes surrogate models, but it also includes
characteristics for the inputs to the system directly in the model.
We hypothesize that di�erent inputs or workloads require di�erent
tuning parameters to be optimal, and this allows the surrogate to
quickly �nd new parameters for new workloads.
Performance Prediction: Work in [18] closely resembles the per-
formance prediction piece of our solution. �e authors targeted
combined analytical modeling with machine learning techniques to
predict the performance of two casestudies Total Order Broadcast
service and a NoSQL datastore (Red Hat’s Innispan v.5.2). �eir
case of NoSQL datastore (which was performed on synthetic data)
shows a good performance of prediction with respect to the number
of nodes in the system and the proportion of write transactions.
Our prediction system provides similar accuracy, but it is based
on con�guration and workload parameters rather than hardware
data (CPU, network, etc.). We also utilize real-world workloads
rather than purely synthetic ones for prediction. In this paper, we
combine the prediction element with several supporting elements
to improve con�guration rather than only predicting performance.

6 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have highlighted the problem of tuning NoSQL
datastores for dynamic workloads, as is typical for metagenomics
workloads, seen in platforms such as MG-RAST. �e application
performance is particularly sensitive to changes to the workloads
and datastore con�guration parameters. We design and develop a
middleware called Rafiki for automatically con�guring the datas-
tore parameters, using traces from the multi-tenant metagenomics
system, MG-RAST. We demonstrate the power of Rafiki to achieve
tuned performance in throughput for a leading NoSQL datastore,
Cassandra, and a latest generation reimplementation of it, Scyl-
laDB, with the additional distinguishing feature that ScyllaDB has
an auto-tuning feature. We apply ANOVA-based analysis to iden-
tify the key parameters that are the most impactiful to performance.
We �nd, unsurprisingly, that the relation between the identi�ed
con�guration parameters and performance is non-monotonic and
non-linear, while the parameter space is in�nite with both con-
tinuous and integer control variables. We therefore create a DNN
framework to predict the performance for unseen con�gurations
and workloads. It achieves a performance prediction with an error
in the range of 5-7% for Cassandra and 7-8% for ScyllaDB. Using
a root-cause investigation indicates that ScyllaDB’s native perfor-
mance tends to �uctuate, sometime to a large degree (60% for 40
seconds), making prediction more challenging. We then create a
Genetic Algorithm-based search process through the con�guration
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parameter space, which improves the throughput for Cassandra
by 41.4% for read-heavy workloads, and 30% on average. Further,
to get an estimate of the upper bound of improvement, we com-
pare Rafiki to an exhaustive search process and see that Rafiki,
using 4 orders of magnitude lower searching time than exhaustive
grid search, reaches within 15% and 9.5% of the theoretically best
achievable performances for Cassandra and ScyllaDB, respectively.
In future work, we are developing algorithms for the actual online
recon�guration process keeping the downtime to a minimum. We
are also developing a prediction model for the workloads, which
will allow us to develop an algorithm to cluster reads and writes
for higher throughput.
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